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Background: Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) is becoming the standard of care for anatomic lung 
resections. The advantages of the uniportal approach compared to the conventional multiple incision 
approach, multiportal video-assisted thoracic surgery (mVATS) and multiportal robotic-assisted thoracic 
surgery (mRATS), have been previously described. However, no research studies comparing early outcomes 
between uniportal video-assisted thoracic surgery (uVATS) and uniportal robotic-assisted thoracic surgery 
(uRATS) have been reported.
Methods: Anatomic lung resections performed by uVATS and uRATS from August 2010 to October 2022 
were enrolled. Early outcomes were compared after propensity score-matched (PSM) analysis by applying a 
multivariable logistic regression model including gender, age, smoking habit, forced expiratory volume in the 
first second (FEV1), cardiovascular risk factors (CVRF), pleural adhesions and tumor size.
Results: A total of 200 patients who underwent anatomic lung resections by the same surgeon were 
recruited in this study, including the initial 100 uVATS patients and the initial 100 uRATS patients. After 
PSM analysis, each group included 68 patients. The comparison of the two groups showed no significant 
differences according to the TNM stage in patients with lung cancer, surgical time, intraoperative 
complications, conversion, number of nodal stations explored, opioid usage, prolonged air leak, length of 
intensive care unit (ICU) and hospitalization, reintervention and mortality. However, there were significant 
differences concerning the histology and type of resection (anatomic segmentectomies, the proportion of 
complex segmentectomies and the sleeve technique were significantly higher in the uRATS group), number 
of resected lymph nodes (significantly higher in the uRATS group), postoperative complications and duration 
of chest drain (significantly lower in the uRATS group).
Conclusions: Judging from the short-term outcomes, our results confirm the safety, feasibility and efficacy 
of uRATS as a new minimally invasive technique that combines the benefits of the uniportal method and 
robotic systems.
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Introduction

Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) is currently considered 
the gold-standard technique for major pulmonary 
resections instead of conventional thoracotomy due to 
better perioperative outcomes with equivalent oncological  
efficacy (1-5).

In particular, since Gonzalez reported the first uniportal  
video-assisted thoracic surgery (uVATS) lobectomy in  
2011 (6), this approach has progressively gained relevance 
in thoracic surgery units. Several studies have suggested that 
uVATS offers potential benefits compared to multiportal 
video-assisted thoracic surgery (mVATS), including 
less postoperative pain and a direct view from a sagittal 
perspective (7-13). The fact that surgeons work with their 
eyes and hands in the same plane has helped to perform 
complex procedures in locally advanced lung cancer, like 
pneumonectomy, chest wall resections, bronchovascular 
sleeves and carinal reconstructions (14-16). In contrast, 
crowding all the instrumentation through the same incision 
can compromise instrument flexibility and limit range of 
movement, requiring time to master (17,18).

Meanwhile, multiportal robotic-assisted thoracic 
surgery (mRATS) experience has demonstrated technical 
advantages such as three-dimensional view, camera stability 
and improved maneuverability due to instruments with 
seven degrees of freedom and articulations that mimic 
human finger joints without physiological tremors (19-23). 
However, it usually requires the employment of four or 
five ports, which contradicts the basic concept of minimal 
invasiveness.

Blending the benefits of the uniportal approach and 
robotic technology, Gonzalez-Rivas adapted the da Vinci 
Surgical System Xi® to perform the first uniportal robotic-
assisted thoracic surgery (uRATS) lobectomy in September 
2021. He defined pure uRATS as robotic thoracic surgery 
performed by a single intercostal incision without rib 
spreading, using the robotic camera, robotic dissecting 
instruments and robotic staplers (24,25).

This study performs a propensity score-matched (PSM) 
analysis comparing the short-term outcomes between 
uVATS and uRATS in the initial 100 cases of anatomical 
pulmonary resections.

Methods

Study design & data collection

A retrospective review of a prospectively maintained 

database identified 200 patients who underwent anatomic 
lung resections by the same surgeon from August 2010 to 
October 2022, including the initial 100 cases of uVATS 
and the initial 100 cases of uRATS. The decision of 
the approach for each patient was at the discretion of 
the surgeon’s experience. All patients signed a standard 
informed consent of data-use agreement approved by their 
admitting hospital.

The preoperative workup involved routine blood 
examinations, pulmonary function tests, cardiological 
assessment, thoracic-abdomen-pelvic computed tomography 
and total body positron emission tomography.

The variables studied in each patient included:
	Clinical variables: 
	Demographic features: gender, age, smoking 

habit, forced expiratory volume in the first second 
(FEV1) and cardiovascular risk factors (CVRF). 

	Characteristics of the surgical procedure: pleural 
adhesions, type of resection (segmentectomy, 
lobectomy, bilobectomy, pneumonectomy and 
airway resection) and associated sleeve technique. 
Segmentectomies were categorized as simple or 
complex. Simple segmentectomies were considered 
left upper tri-segmentectomy, lingulectomy, 
S6 segmentectomy or basilar segmentectomy. 
Complex segmentectomies were considered as any 
single and/or multiple individual segmentectomies 
not included as simple.

	Anatomopathological findings: tumor size, 
histology and TNM classification in cases of non-
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).

	Variables results:
	Operative outcomes: surgical time, intraoperative 

complication, type of intraoperative complication 
(arrhythmia, bleeding, endogia failure, inadequate 
anatomic structure section), conversion to 
thoracotomy, number of resected lymph nodes 
and number of nodal stations explored.

	Thirty-day postoperative outcomes: postoperative 
complication, grading of complication following 
the Ottawa Thoracic Morbidity and Mortality 
(TM&M) classification system described in  
Table 1 (26), opioid usage, prolonged air leak 
defined as an air leak for over five days, duration 
of chest drain, length of intensive care unit (ICU) 
stay, length of hospitalization, reintervention, 
cause of reintervention (bleeding, air leak, 
chylothorax, fistula) and mortality rate.
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Surgical technique

Surgical technique is described in Figures 1,2. For both 
groups, patients received general anesthesia with double-
lumen endotracheal intubation and were positioned in 
the full lateral decubitus position. All surgical instruments 
were placed through a single port without rib spreading, 
and a wound protector was routinely used. For uVATS, 
a 3–4 cm incision was placed in the 4th–5th intercostal 
space (ICS) between the anterior and mid-axillary lines. 
Surgery was performed using a 30º camera and uVATS type 
instruments (grasper, dissector, stapler and suction) (27). 
For uRATS, a 4 cm incision was placed in the 6th–7th ICS 
between the anterior and mid-axillary lines. Surgery was 
performed using three robotic arms (30º robotic camera, 
robotic hand instruments and robotic staplers) and two 
uVATS instruments (suction and grasper with subxiphoid  
length) (25,28).

Statistical analysis

To create a comparable group of patients and minimize bias 
caused by the non-randomized allocation of treatments, 
a PSM analysis was performed. The propensity score was 
calculated by applying a multivariable logistic regression 
model including gender, age, smoking habit, FEV1, CVRF, 
pleural adhesions and tumor size. Patients were matched 
using the nearest neighbor matching method without 
replacement: a one-to-one ratio with the closest estimated 

propensity score on the logit scale. A caliper was set to 
indicate the maximum distance at which two patients could 
be matched. The caliper was 25% of the standard deviation 
from the estimated propensity index. Finally, 136 patients, 
including 68 who underwent uVATS and 68 who underwent 
uRATS, were enrolled in the study. Continuous data were 
expressed as mean ± standard deviations, while categorical 
variables were presented as frequencies and percentages. A 
comparison between the two groups was carried out before 
and after PSM analysis. The independent sample t-test 
was used for continuous variables, whereas χ2 or Fisher 
exact test was used for categorical variables. Stata software 
(v. 14.2 for Mac; TX 77845, USA) was employed for all 
statistical analyses. Statistical significance was defined as  
P values <0.05.

Results

Clinical characteristics of the study are listed in Table 2. 
After PSM analysis, gender, smoking habit, FEV1, CVRF 
and pleural adhesions were comparable for both groups. 
Significant differences between uVATS and uRATS were 
found concerning the type of resection (P<0.001): the 
distribution was segmentectomy (6% vs. 29%), lobectomy 
(80% vs. 59%), bilobectomy (4% vs. 7%), pneumonectomy 
(10% vs. 2%) and exclusive airway resection (0% vs. 3%). 
Complex segmentectomy was significantly lower in uVATS 
than in uRATS (0% vs. 65%, P=0.003). The most common 

Table 1 Grading of postoperative complications* following the TM&M classification system

Grading Definition

Minor

Grade 1 Pharmacologic treatment or other intervention are not required

Grade 2 Pharmacologic treatment or minor intervention required 

Major

Grade 3a Surgical, radiologic, endoscopic treatment or multitherapy required without general anesthesia

Grade 3b Surgical, radiologic, endoscopic treatment or multitherapy required with general anesthesia

Grade 4a Intensive care unit treatment for single organ dysfunction required

Grade 4b Intensive care unit treatment for multiple organ dysfunction required

Mortality

Grade 5 Adverse event which leads to death

Complications* = any deviation from the normal postoperative course. TM&M, grading of postoperative complications following the TM&M 
classification system.
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Figure 1 Operating room set up. 

Figure 2 Patient position and port placement. 
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Table 2 Clinical characteristics before and after matching

Characteristics 
All patients Propensity-matched patients

uVATS (n=100) uRATS (n=100) P uVATS (n=68) uRATS (n=68) P

Demographic 

Gender

Male 68 (68%) 60 (60%) 0.239 43 (63%) 44 (65%) 0.858

Female 32 (32%) 40 (40%) 25 (37%) 24 (35%)

Age (years) 66.1±0.9 59.4±1.6 <0.001 64.8±1.2 65.7±1.1 0.573

Smoking 73 (73%) 53 (53%) 0.003 48 (69%) 47 (69%) 0.852

FEV1 (%) 85.9±2.1 86.5±1.3 0.808 84.4±2.4 85.3±1.7 0.752

CVRF 59 (59%) 49 (49%) 0.156 40 (59%) 38 (55%) 0.729

Surgical 

Adhesions 40 (40%) 26 (26%) 0.035 23 (34%) 22 (32%) 0.855

Resection

Segmentectomy* 7 (7%) 32 (32%) <0.001 4 (6%) 20 (29%) <0.001

Lobectomy 80 (80%) 58 (58%) 54 (80%) 40 (59%)

Bilobectomy 5 (5%) 5 (5%) 3 (4%) 5 (7%)

Pneumonectomy 8 (8%) 3 (3%) 7 (10%) 1 (2%)

Airway resection 0 (0%) 2 (2%) 0 (0%) 2 (3%)

Segmentectomy

Simple 7 (100%) 11 (34%) 0.002 4 (100%) 7 (35%) 0.003

Complex 0 (0%) 21 (66%) 0 (0%) 13 (65%)

Sleeve 6 (6%) 20 (20%) 0.003 5 (7%) 13 (19%) 0.043

Bronchial 5 17 0.120 5 11 0.161

Arterial 1 0 0 0

Double 0 3 0 2

Anatomopathological 

Tumor (cm) 3.1±1.9 3.4±2.3 0.316 3.1±0.2 3.0±0.2 0.958

Histology

Lung cancer 94 (94%) 70 (70%) <0.001 64 (94%) 51 (75%) 0.012

Metastasis 5 (5%) 12 (12%) 3 (4%) 8 (12%)

Benign tumor 1 (1%) 8 (8%) 1 (2%) 5 (7%)

Infections 0 (0%) 9 (9%) 0 (0%) 4 (6%)

Malformations 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Table 2 (continued)
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segmentectomy performed by uVATS was left upper tri-
segmentectomy and the most common segmentectomy for 
uRATS was s6 and s3 segmentectomy (Figure 3). The sleeve 
technique was also significantly lower in uVATS than in 
uRATS (7% vs. 19%, P=0.043). There were no significant 
differences regarding the sleeve type. Significant differences 
between uVATS and uRATS were detected according to 
the histology (P≤0.001): the distribution was lung cancer 
(94% vs. 75%), metastasis (4% vs. 12%), benign tumor (2% 
vs. 7%) and infections (0% vs. 6%). In patients with lung 
cancer, the TNM stage was similar for both groups.

Perioperative outcomes are described in Table 3. After 
PSM analysis, surgical time, intraoperative complication 
rate and conversion rate were comparable for both groups. 
Significant differences were observed concerning the type 
of operative complication: bleeding was more frequent in 
the uVATS group and arrhythmia in the uRATS group. 
There was no surgical mortality in either of the two groups. 
Regarding lymphadenectomy, the number of resected lymph 
nodes was significantly lower in uVATS than in uRATS (13.7 
vs. 17.6, P=0.007) but the number of nodal stations explored 
was similar. Postoperative complication rate was higher 
in uVATS than in uRATS (28% vs. 9%, P=0.004), but the 
grade of postoperative complications following the TM&M 
classification system was similar. Neither group had 
significant differences regarding opioid usage or prolonged 

air leak. Duration of chest drain was significantly higher in 
uVATS than in uRATS (3.9 vs. 2.6 days, P=0.034). Length 
of ICU stay and hospitalization, reintervention rate and 
mortality rate were similar. Only one patient with relevant 
comorbidities died after sleeve bilobectomy in the context 
of acute respiratory distress syndrome.

Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest reported 
series on uRATS and the first study comparing the 
perioperative outcomes between uVATS and uRATS for 
anatomic lung resections. Keeping in mind that any surgical 
procedure requires a certain volume of cases to reach the 
performance plateau, we selected the initial 100 cases to 
overcome the learning curve of both approaches. The 
same surgeon performed all the procedures to minimize 
bias between different surgical practices and experiences. 
The PSM analysis ensured that results came from two 
comparable patient populations.

In our series, the number of anatomic segmentectomies 
and the proportion of complex segmentectomies were 
significantly higher in the uRATS group (29). However, 
it should be noted that a decade has passed since the 
beginning of uVATS and uRATS. During this time, the 
refinement of the diagnostic pathway and the consolidation 

Table 2 (continued)

Characteristics 
All patients Propensity-matched patients

uVATS (n=100) uRATS (n=100) P uVATS (n=68) uRATS (n=68) P

TNM for NSCLC

IA1 3 (3%) 0 (0%) 0.433 2 (3%) 0 (0%) 0.871

IA2 16 (18%) 16 (26%) 14 (22%) 13 (30%)

IA3 15 (17%) 5 (8%) 11 (17%) 5 (11%)

IB 12 (13%) 8 (13%) 6 (10%) 6 (14%)

IIA 5 (5%) 7 (12%) 3 (5%) 5 (12%)

IIB 18 (20%) 13 (21%) 12 (19%) 8 (19%)

IIIA 18 (20%) 10 (17%) 12 (19%) 5 (12%)

IIIB 2 (2%) 2 (3%) 2 (3%) 1 (2%)

IVa 2 (2%) 0 (0%) 1 (2%) 0 (0%)

Discrete data are expressed as number with percentages: n (%); continuous data are expressed as mean ± SD. Segmentectomy*: 
anatomic segmentectomy. uVATS, uniportal video-assisted thoracic surgery; uRATS, uniportal robotic-assisted thoracic surgery; FEV1, 
forced expiratory volume in the first second; CVRF, cardiovascular risk factors; NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer.
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Figure 3 Distribution of anatomical segmentectomies. VATS, video-assisted thoracic surgery; RATS, robotic-assisted thoracic surgery.

of minimally invasive techniques have implemented the 
advantages of anatomical segmentectomy with favorable 
outcomes in terms of perioperative morbidity and mortality, 
disease free survival and overall survival (30,31). Zhou and 
colleagues (22) reported their experience with 595 anatomic 
segmentectomies performed by open, VATS and robotic 
approaches. They observed an increase in the frequency 
of anatomic segmentectomy (from 9.6% in 2004–2005 
to 21.9% in 2018–2019) and the proportion of complex 
segmentectomies (from 18.5% in 2004–2005 to 37.5% in 
2018–2019); robotic segmentectomies (from 0% in 2004–
2005 to 43.8% in 2018–2019) and the proportion of robotic 
complex segmentectomies (from 18.5% in 2004–2005 
to 37.5% in 2018–2019) increased as well. These results 
suggested that superior skills and improved visualization of 
the robotic platform enable deeper dissection of the lung 
parenchyma, precise division of the bronchi and segmental 
vessels and more complex segmental resections.

We observed a significantly higher number of sleeve 
resections performed by uRATS (32,33). It is worth 
mentioning that the anastomosis technique is different 
between the two approaches. Due to the interference with 
robotic arms, the threads must be short and the anastomosis 

should be performed in two rows using two barbed  
sutures (25). We believe that extensive previous uVATS 
experience should be an advantage when performing 
complex uRATS procedures, as it provides the necessary 
skills and confidence to solve the technical difficulties of 
sleeve resections (14).

Our study also demonstrated that uRATS retrieved 
a higher number of lymph nodes. This superiority of 
nodal dissection is consistent with previous publications, 
especially a randomized clinical trial published by Jin and 
colleagues (23). Sharper instruments such as the Maryland 
or the bipolar fenestrated could facilitate the dissection and 
removal of deeper lymph nodes.

Additionally, uRATS was associated with a statistically 
lower rate of postoperative complications and shorter 
duration of chest drains.

This study has several limitations. First, all procedures 
were performed by a single experienced surgeon. Therefore, 
the initial learning curve for uRATS was lost and the 
surgical results obtained in this study are not generalizable 
to daily practice. Further randomized controlled trials 
will be necessary to generate quality scientific evidence. 
Secondly, it only reports short-term perioperative 

Segmentectomy

VATS   RATS

5 5

4 4 4

3 3

2 2

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S1−2−3 Lingula s6 Basal 
pyramid

s1 Combineds2 s1−2 s3 s8 s8−9 s9−10
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Table 3 Perioperative outcomes before and after matching

Variables 
All patients Propensity-matched patients

uVATS (n=100) uRATS (n=100) P uVATS (n=67) uRATS (n=67) P

Operative

Time (min) 144.6±7.4 130.3 ±5.6 0.127 143.9±9.0 127.7±7.4 0.155

Complication rate 6 (6%) 4 (4%) 0.748 4 (6%) 4 (6%) 1.000

Arrythmia 0 3 0.010 0 3 0.029

Bleeding 5 0 4 0

Endogia failure 0 1 0 1

Anatomic section 1 0 0 0

Conversion rate 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 1.000 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 1.000

Mortality rate 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1.000 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1.000

Lymphadenectomy*

LN (number) 14.3±0.8 17.1±0.9 0.016 13.7±0.9 17.6±1.1 0.007

Stations (number) 4.3±0.2 4.4±0.1 0.786 4.1±0.1 4.3±0.1 0.212

Postoperative (30 days) 

Complication rate 30 (30%) 8 (8%) <0.001 19 (28%) 6 (9%) 0.004

TM&M

1 10 (33%) 1 (12%) 0.308 7 (37%) 1 (17%) 0.389

2 12 (40%) 3 (38%) 8 (42%) 3 (49%)

3a 3 (10%) 1 (12%) 1 (5%) 0 (0%)

3b 5 (17%) 2 (26%) 3 (16%) 1 (17%)

4a 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

4b 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

5 0 (0%) 1 (12%) 0 (0%) 1 (17%)

Opioid usage 18 (18%) 30 (30%) 0.067 12 (18%) 18 (26%) 0.215

Air leak (>5 days) 12 (12%) 4 (4%) 0.076 7 (10%) 3 (4%) 0.325

Chest drain (days) 3.9±0.4 2.5±0.3 0.005 3.9±0.6 2.6±0.3 0.034

ICU (days) 0.75±0.1 1.1±0.2 0.095 0.9±0.1 1.1±0.2 0.306

Hospitalisation (days) 5.1±0.5 4.5±0.3 0.305 5.1±0.7 4.4±0.3 0.304

Reintervention rate 5 (5%) 3 (3%) 0.360 3 (4%) 2 (3%) 0.340

Bleeding 3 0 0.125 1 0 1.000

Air leak 1 0 1 0

Chylothorax 1 1 1 1

Fistula 0 2 0 1

Mortality rate 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 1.000 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 1.000

Discrete data are expressed as number with percentages: n (%); continuous data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. 
Lymphadenectomy*: analyzed if histology = lung cancer. uVATS, uniportal video-assisted thoracic surgery; uRATS, uniportal robotic-
assisted thoracic surgery; LN, lymph nodes; TM&M, grading of postoperative complications following the TM&M classification system; 
ICU, intensive care unit.
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outcomes. Ongoing follow-up will clarify any differences 
in long-term survival between uniportal robotic and 
thoracoscopy-assisted surgery. And last but not least, the 
cost associated with uRATS was not analyzed comparatively 
to uVATS. The higher expenses of robotic systems have 
been the main point of criticism, questioning their value. A 
recent systematic review (34) showed significant variability 
between institutions, with the highest cost corresponding 
to the initial experience. In contrast, the lowest costs came 
from high-volume centers with lower complication rates 
and shorter hospital stays. Although price should remain a 
consideration, it should not dictate the surgical approach. 
Postoperative outcomes are crucial and should ultimately 
determine what benefits patients.

In conclusion, our results confirm the safety, feasibility 
and efficacy of uRATS as a new minimally invasive technique 
that combines the benefits of the uniportal method and 
robotic systems. The convergence of these two trends has 
resulted in a new single-port robotic system, the da Vinci 
Surgical System SP®, designed for subxiphoid and subcostal 
thoracic approaches (35). Nowadays, it only has real value 
for anterior mediastinal lesions and thymectomy (36), while 
its use for lobectomy is still under development. We expect 
the integration of robotic staplers and the improvement of 
the SP platform to be ready in the near future. Therefore, 
considering the excellent results of our study, we believe 
that the da Vinci Surgical System Xi® is the best platform 
for performing robotic anatomic lung resections through a 
single intercostal incision.
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